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Follow-up gathering to the Engaging with the ACRL Framework: A Catalyst for 
Exploring and Expanding Our Teaching Practices workshop.












Graduate Seminar (5 Workshops)
35 min.
/ copy for myself


















Little overestimation of IL skills :
specific and objective criteria
Conclusion / wrap-up




































































•Integrated or parallel to an existing curriculum
•Group activities or individual initiations
•Planning & following-up : medium-long term
Sandy Petersen,
Call of Cthulhu (1981)
Mark Rein-Hagen et al.,
Vampire: The Masquerade (1991)





Proofreaders are welcomed !
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Activity
« impossible things before breakfast »
Lewis Carrol, Through the Looking Glass
, 
How to teach more,
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Massive flipped classroom
Gamified learning quizzes




























































1. in media res
2. Narrative 
3. A lot of questions
4. A lot of feedbacks• Right or wrong answer: explained
• Immediate
• Rich
• Simple & straightforward
• 20-30 questions/ quiz
• 30-45 minutes
• 3 attempts or unlimited
• If points : + + 
• One basic concept after one another
• Simple -> complex
• General -> specific
• Repeating important concepts 
• «why ?» Hook & teaser
• Immediate engagement with a question
Principles
• today : 597 questions             
(goal: 1001 questions)
• 13 topics (28 quiz  in total)
Voyage d’Hermès, Moebius
« Start with a small project but make it great. »
Moebius
Implementation
full            : PLU6058
Nursing programs
Public health program




feasibility study of a open access MOOC
(to be continued)
« Start with a small project but make it great. »
Moebius
Moodle
« 1001 questions ! It’s like…  
eating an elephant ! »
It all depends on the cooking :
• Cut in small pieces
• Season each part differently
• Take your time
Challenge + Sense of achievement
?!?
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
Alexandre Dumas, Grand 
Dictionnaire de cuisine, Paris : 
Vuillemot, 1873, p. 532.
René Goscinny et Albert Uderzo, Les Douze Travaux 
d’Asterix, Studio Idéfix, 1976, 00:34:47.
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, 
Le Petit Prince, Paris : 

















Redesigning the teaching lab



















Playtesting a lot, with method !
• A lot
• With method : 
1. On your guinea pigs colleagues
2. A small set of students, explicitly involved
3. Then in large group
• Quantitative + Qualitative
Level of 
proof
Designing a learning activity Designing a game
0 Hypothesis Prototype








Simple & explicit mechanics
Easily master the game




not on the game
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« Go there… do that… following these
steps… and ask me if you have questions. »






« Side-Quests » Properties
• Not too long
• At the right moment
• Not useless
• Bonus to the main course
• Not hampering the main course







Award : one plastified sheet is awarded to the 
student who discovers the mistake introduced in 
the lecture (the others: paper sheet)
Game : find the weakest document in your syllabi, 
or in your own references
BINGO du Référentiel de l’ACRL ACRL Framework Bingo
Mechanical intentions
• Bayesian inferences in practice
• A priori on hypothesis
• Calibration & adjustments along the way
• Open subjectivity
• Plausibility scale
• Heuristics in decision-making
• Quantified value
• Algorithmic + probabilistic process
« Magic circle »
Play + Humor :
• cognitive dissonance under control
• «It’s okay if I were a fool. »
• Distanciation
• Safe space to grow… later
Let’s gamify !
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Merci !                                  Thank you !
My librarian
flavors
